Patient timeline: VIP2 main study

Admission

Gender/age
Habitat
Reason ICU adm
Frailty
IQCODE
Katz-activity
Co-morbidity
SOFAdmission

EOL descision: WH or WD and # days post admission.

ICU LOS
Time ventilator
Time RRT
Time NIV
Time VP

Discharge ICU

Hospital LOS

Discharge hosp. 30 d*

VP
EOL decision:
WH or WD and # days post admission.

Time ventilator
Time RRT
Time NIV
Time VP

Time ventilator
Time RRT
Time NIV
Time VP

Time ventilator
Time RRT
Time NIV
Time VP

Discharge hosp. 30 d*

(6 m optional)

Inter-rater variability (optional)

Vital status-Day post ICU admission death

* Unnecessary for those follow up to 6 months